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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0170308A2] A plate-shaped, rectangular building element (1) of stone-like material comprising a front face (2), a rear face (3) parallel
to said front face (2) and two pairs of side faces (4, 5; 6, 7) extending between the front face and the rear face, the side faces of each pair being
parallel to one another whereby one (5) of the one pair of side faces (4, 5) is provided with at least one projecting rib (8) extending in the longitudinal
direction of the side face (5), the cross-section of which gradually decreases in a direction away from the side face (5) concerned, whilst a given
distance from the ends of said side face (5) the rib (8) has two parts (9, 10) broader than the further parts of the rib (8) and the other side face (4)
of said pair has a corresponding recess (12) in a manner such that when two of these building elements are stacked straight one above the other,
the rib (8) fits with some amount of play in the recess (12) and when these building elements (1) are stacked in an off-set manner in the longitudinal
direction of these side faces (4, 5), the boundary planes of the parts of the recess (12) having the smaller cross-section co-operate for the relative
disposition of the building elements relatively to one another with the boundary planes of the broader parts (9, 10) of the rib (8).
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